
Although she was outmoded and a bit
tired, USS Texas (BB-35) appears every

inch a warrior in this oil painting done by
Carl G. Evers depicting the battleship in

Camouflage Measure 31a, Design 8B.

Texas undergoing standardization
trials on 27 October 1913.
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At 4:30 on a Sunday morning, a column of heavy-
fire ships slipped slowly out of Portland and
headed into a gray and dreary English Channel.

The destination of the flotilla was Cherbourg. It was 25
June 1944, and the invasion of France was almost
three-weeks old.

The Army’s VII Corps under Gen. Joseph Collins had
raced up Normandy and now stood at the gates of
Cherbourg. The Allies needed the seaport, and Adolf
Hitler knew it. General Karl von Schlieben had been
charged with making the city into a fortress. Huge

What was known as “Fortress Cherbourg” contained an astounding garrison of over
40,000 troops. The German commander had been charged by Hitler to make the area
impregnable. The Fuehrer knew that the Allies must have a port to supply their
armies in Europe, and thought he could stop the invasion by denying the port to the
invaders. On paper it appeared the Fuehrer was right…  but what he had not
counted on was the degree of cunning and tenacity displayed by the aging
battleship USS Texas and her cohorts. This article centers on the Texas, which is
preserved and turned 100-years-old in 2014 — BY CHARLES M. ROBINSON III

Postcard depicting Texas around 1915.

Excellent detail photograph of the Nos. 1 and 2 turrets
aboard Texas during 1916.

Texas departs New York’s East River as she heads for her
European combat assignment during 1917.

The date is 21 November 1918 and American battleships
witness the surrender of the German High Seas Fleet at

Rosyth, Firth of Forth, Scotland. Left to right: 
New York (BB-34), Arkansas (BB-33), Delaware (BB-28),

Texas (BB-35), Florida (BB-30), and Wyoming (BB-32).

casemated batteries had been constructed — as well as
many which could be turned to face land or sea. Naval
bombardment was needed to knock these out while the
ground forces attacked the city.

The Bombardment Force was divided into two groups.
In Group I, R/Adm. Morton L. Deyo, overall commander,
was on the cruiser USS Tuscaloosa. He was supported
by the battleship Nevada, cruisers USS Quincy, HMS
Glasgow and HMS Enterprise. This formidable collection
of big guns was supported by six destroyers. In Group II,
the aging battleship Texas — the “Old T” — carried
R/Adm. Carleton F. Bryant. She was supported by the
even older battleship — USS Arkansas and destroyers
O’Brien, Plunkett, Barton, Hobson, and Laffey.

For almost ten-days, the naval bombardment had
been planned, revised, postponed, and almost cancelled.
Now it finally appeared the Army wanted a long-range
bombardment of specific targets. The two groups would
approach from opposite directions, knocking out various
batteries en route. At noon, they would join forces and
begin the main action, which would last for 90-min.

The minesweepers went ahead, clearing lanes across
the Channel as the Bombardment Force separated. Deyo
would move in from the west and Bryant from the east.
To do this, Group II would have to move under Battery
Hamburg. manned by German Naval gun crews. It
consisted of four 11-in guns with a range of 40,000-yds.
They were protected by steel shields; the whole battery


